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Introduction

The Internet offers the extraordinary possibility of evaluating the offers of multiple operators, selecting while 
seated comfortably in front of a computer. 

We can surf one site after another to find the best offers for booking a flight, booking lodging, choosing a holiday 
package or renting a car… but a doubt always arises: which is the best choice? 

The answer is Europelowcost, the MetaMotor for comparing the latest prices independently! In one single site and 
with one single search, you can find and compare, in real time, the prices, offers and availability of hundreds of 
tour operators on 5 continents, whether for business or pleasure trips. 

Optimized results on Europelowcost

Connection to the main online 
booking ststems

Flights Lodging Vacations Car

1000 sites in just one visit !



Origins: Europelowcost was born in 2004 as a pilot project, founded by an internatnoal 
team of web professionals with diverse skills and a passion for innovative technologies. 

Objective: To supply an independent tool, simple, fast and technologically advanced, for 
comparing the prices of the main sectors in the travel world, an international viewpoint. 

How it works: The MetaMotor search engine, owner and multi-lingual, questions, in real 
time, the main booking systems for the travel and holiday sector, for both business and 
pleasure, offering search results strictly listed by price. Europelowcost does not sell trips, 
but it helps travellers save time and money. 

In the Triboo Group: in September, 2008, Europelowcost became part of Triboo Spa, an 
Italian incubator that supports successful internet projects. Europe Low Cost Srl. was born.

Semantica, the new frontier: in partnership with Enuan, in  July, 2010, Travel Cyborg, was 
launched, the first search engine in a natural language, able to be integrated on webchats, 
messengers, social networks, etc. Its slogan is “Search like you talk,” and it represents the 
evolution of the old search on form.

Who we are



Europelowcost’s style

Europelowcost’s respect for Netiquette isn’t just a simple word, it’s a precise development 
philosophy we are very strict about. We have established a few good sense internal rules, few but 
which are respected to the letter:

• Objectivity: the comparison of offers is organized by price, starting with the lowest, and no 
supplier is ever privileged. 

• No invasiveness: use of the search engine is completely free of charge and no registration is 
required

• No Spam: we hate the information overload; our newsletter (for those who voluntarily register) 
appears weekly

• Trustworthiness: we only include airlines and travel agencies with proven seriousness

• Simplicity: we are always careful with site usability criteria, so you can easily find what you’re 
looking for

› HOW WE EARN
Europelowcost has loyalty programs with main world tour operators (Agencies and Tour 
Operators, Airlines, Hotel Consolidators, Car rentals, etc.), for whom every purchase generated by 
the search engine is recognized with a sales commission.



The Network



Travel Cyborg

Travel Cyborg, created and made by Europelowcost together with Enuan, represents a historic innovation in flight 
search on the web. 
A multi-channel platform allows immediate access to the information and price comparisons of low cost and 
scheduled flights, in real time. 
To get information through one of Travel Cyborg’s services such as Messenger, Webchat, Social (Facebook, Skype, 
etc.) you just have to make the request in natural language, the one you normally use to talk. A sophisticated 
technology automatically converts the requests expressed into structured questions for the search engine. 



The search engine for flights lets you compare the prices of the main airlines (budget and not) and 
travel  agencies which are market leaders, for more than 600 airlines. 

You can verify the air ticket tariffs from and to any destination in the world. At the same time, you 
can, by opening a new window, also look for a hotel or car rental at the same destination. The 
advanced filter functions let the user totally personalize the search results. 

MetaMotors - Flights



The Hotel search engine compares prices and availability in over 220,000 hotels 
throughout the world. The search results show prices, a description and photos of 
the hotel. The filter function lets you order the result by supplier, price range, 
facilities, number of stars the hotel has or by geographic location using the 
interactive map. 

MetaMotors - Hotels



The flight + hotel search engine lets you search for a combination of air transport 
and lodging, often taking advantage of excellent savings opportunities.

MetaMotors - Flight + Hotel



MetaMotors - Hostels

For the “backpackers” or those who really want to sleep “low cost,” this is the first Hostel 
search engine on the web. It lets you compare the prices and availability of more than 
25,000 youth hostels all over the world. The search results, personalized with the filters, are 
listed by price starting with the lowest, and show tariffs, descriptions, geographic locations 
on the interactive map and photos of the hostel. 



The Car rental search engine compares the prices of the main operators 
and rental brokers all over the world. The filters let you personalize the 
results by category and car model, options and services providers. 

MetaMotors- Car rentals



MetaMotors - Vacations

The vacation search engine compares the prices of the main tourist operators who offer 
travel packages. The service offers two options: the search engine and the directory. The 
first compares suppliers’ prices with a classic search by form, the second is organized into a 
surfable directory by macro and micro destination. 



The Traveler’s Toolbar

The innovative traveler’s Toolbar lets you constantly monitor the best flight, 
lodging vacation package and car rental offers in order to see at a glance the 
best travel deals. The toolbar can be integrated, with discretion, into both 
Explorer and Firefox.



Airport Channels

The airport channels contain complete and detailed information sheets for all commercial airport 
terminals in the world, with an interactive map. In addition, all the airlines that fly to that terminal 
are mentioned, with the top airline ticket offers that are present at the moment in that terminal. 



Airline Channels

The airline channel contains complete information about all the world’s airlines, both low cost and 
regular. It offers a detailed sheet about the airline, traveler opinions, the routes served and the best 
offers at the moment.



Air Route Channel

The air route channel lets you evaluate the best offers found by users on individual cities or air 
routes from and to any destination in the world. 



Affiliation

 Europelowcost distributes its services through a program of affiliation, available 
on Tradedoubler. It in an interesting earning opportunity for high traffic or vertical 
generalist portals on tourism. 



The Blog

Europelowcost’s blog offers updated information about the world of budget flights 
and travel. In addition, in order to collect guide content and travel diaries, it 
presents an innovative model called “pay per write” using Google Ad Sense.



Coming soon….

MyLowcost alerts and manages on demand offers
 Offer Search flights for macro and micro geographic areas
Top Offer Graphic for alternative travel dates
 Travel Cyborg “Voice” search in natural voice language


